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For Kat,
The kind of friend we read about in books as 

kids but we lucky few grow up to find.
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I could never recommend you to do the 
frivolous type of work which is popular because 

easily understood. Great matters should 
be met in a great and exalted spirit.

— Letter from Leopold Mozart to his son 

Wolfgang Amadeus (November 1, 1777)
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Historical Note

There’s a line in the film A Knight’s Tale in which its fictionalized version 
of writer Geoffrey Chaucer admits he gives the truth scope. I used my 
scope and lens to write a book set against events rooted in truth— but 
given enough elasticity to serve the core of Simon and Sophie’s love 
story.

In order to set the stage of the early days of the Cold War in a 
Europe bearing the scars of WWII, I implemented some fictional li-
cense. I encourage readers to look at this book as a bridge to the past 
and as an opportunity to be enticed by a fascinating time amidst two 
cities often overlooked in historical fiction.

Vienna, Prague, and Kalter Krieg

Post- war Vienna was a quartered city starved of electricity and petrol in 
the Russian quarters and overrun by German immigrants wading from 
one barren land to the next, and it was also plagued by record- breaking 
food and crop shortages. Rations were precarious and housing shortages 
were tragic. The once jewel of the Habsburg empire was felled only to be 
captured by four different allies. Die Vier im Jeep, or “Four in a Jeep,” 
was a city- wide symbol of the split Innere Stadt of the Baroque city. The 
Soviet quarters did cut off Red Cross supplies as well as control petrol 
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and electricity often in hopes of starting an uprising among their portion 
of a population desperate and still experiencing the trauma of war.

History leaves cracks through even the most beautiful places 
and histories, such as Vienna’s. Communist support and leftover fer-
vour for the National Socialist Party complicated a parliament just 
beginning to vote for Austrian interests after being headlocked by 
Hitler for so long. The city was a free- for- all in terms of philosophy, 
ideology . . . and spies. Vienna is still renowned as a “city of spies”: 
the shadowed corners and coffeehouse meetings, not to mention the 
slow passage of messages and the dead- end trails of those killed in 
the line of espionage duty, have been popularized by authors such 
as Graham Greene, who wrote most of his book, The Third Man, at 
the Café Mozart adjacent to the Sacher Hotel where Sophie meets 
her contacts.

Those looking for a breakneck speed of the Hollywood version 
of the Cold War need only to notice the irony of its long stretches in 
history textbooks. Indeed, I tease with my editor that it was a “war of 
nerds” in many ways: using academics and artists and inf luential men 
at soirees and lectures for a slow burn infiltration of Communist ideol-
ogies spread throughout an isolated and terrified post war population 
desperate for a return to normal life.

The exhibits (such as those Brent and Simon visit at Moser’s 
request) and propaganda provided by each of the four allied quar-
ters are very real. I had an opportunity to visit several replicas at the 
Architekturzentrum Wien, which showed the good intentions of all 
four parties to rebuild the city to their specifications and meld Vienna’s 
most beloved architectural structures to their own patriotic ideas.

The Marshall Plan

After the war, there was also the very precarious balance of allied 
countries who had a common enemy in Hitler and now found 
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themselves facing an enemy they had fought alongside. One such 
ramification was The European Recovery Program. In its first itera-
tion it was named The Morgenthau Plan: while this plan narrowed in 
on depriving Germany of its ammunition, it soon evolved in its deter-
mination to see ravaged cities such as Vienna rebuilt and American 
funding secured for reconstruction. Beginning with the installment 
of independent government, the renamed Marshall Plan accounted 
for much more than financial assistance as its American creators 
offered not only food and necessities but the “bread of life” of culture, 
books, and art.

Bletchley Park

Men and women from various backgrounds in academia and beyond 
were recruited, and debutantes or women from high social back-
ground (like Sophie) were preferred due to a belief that they would 
be the most trustworthy in this world of guarded secrecy. As in my 
companion book, The London Restoration, I wanted to excavate some 
of the more human interest aspects of Bletchley Park and the fasci-
nating men and women who worked there. Like my fictional Simon 
Barrington, many men with a proficiency for chess were recruited. 
Perhaps the most famous was Hugh Alexander: a renowned chess 
master whose logical mind and codebreaking abilities appear in 
nearly every piece of research and memoir I read about this fasci-
nating place.

The biggest historical liberty I took with Bletchley was in Sophie’s 
working of the Bombe Machines. In actuality, these were worked 
by the Women’s Royal Navy Service (or WRNS). But while visiting 
Bletchley Park for research, I was fascinated by how Alan Turing and 
Gordon Welchman preferred tall women who were able to reach the 
drums and rotors. It was not too far- fetched that a tall and athletic 
woman might be assigned to this rigorous role.
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The Death Mask and Mozart

Mozart’s arrangement of Handel’s Der Messias is one of the many 
recovered artifacts still on display at the Lobkowicz Palace within 
Prague’s Hradcany Castle. The Lobkowicz family represents many 
similar estates whose art and artifacts fell victim to Hitler’s greed. 
At first poorly reviewed and still studied to be an unwelcome inter-
pretation by some purists, Mozart’s arrangement of this beautiful 
piece proved a complicated and beloved puzzle to musicians and 
audiences alike. Similarly, in Vienna, you will hear differing claims 
about the authenticity of Mozart’s death mask. History does assert 
that a death mask believed to belong to Mozart did appear in a 
pfandhaus in Vienna in 1947—even though the composer is noto-
riously buried in a pauper’s grave. Indeed, if you travel to Austria, 
you will find a replica of the mask in Michaelerkirche near the 
Hofburg and in the Mozarthaus Museum in Domgasse. Yet, when 
speaking to Viennese historians, I received alternating opinions as 
to its authenticity.

Civilians in Espionage

So many books speak to the amazing feats but also the great intelli-
gence and bravery of men and women spies in the war years. In this way, 
Sophie and Simon’s breeding and background allotted them a different 
war experience than many. And, in the case of The Mozart Code, they 
show the more human side of people untrained and often unready to be 
thrust into this new world.

The “Baker Street Irregulars” (the name Special Operatives 
Executives were given in their earliest form) proved an endlessly in-
triguing means of highlighting the roles women played and the sacri-
fices they made for the good of their country. While I played fast and 
loose with a few dates in order to ensure Sophie’s fictional background, 
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the coverage of that world is hopefully ref lected in Sophie’s indomita-
ble spirit and her desire to make a mark on the War.

The Fall of the Iron Curtain

Throughout my research, I was shocked to learn how precariously close 
Vienna was to falling behind what Churchill referred to as “The Iron 
Curtain” in 1946. While it is still renowned as a “City of Spies,” the 
Marshall Plan assured that any visits today offer a breathtaking step into 
the grandeur of its Baroque past. Prague’s happy ending, however, was 
delayed. Even the rebuilding of some of its more beautiful war- ravaged 
structures was waylaid as it fell under a Soviet stronghold that lasted 
nearly half a century. The political tensions referred to in the book and 
the dwindling support of the Communist Party in the Czech political 
sphere would reach a breaking point with a Coup d’Etat in 1948—just 
one year after the events of The Mozart Code take place.

Yet, despite the varied shadows over both historic cities during 
the Second World War and thereafter, they do share a composer. To 
visit Vienna and Prague even today is to be shrouded by Mozart. Both 
cities can rightly claim Mozart, who— even through the darkest ten-
ets of their respective histories— loans a mournfully beautiful musical 
backdrop to cities that have stood the scars of many wars. They are 
cities I will never stop exploring— in books and on foot— for the rest 
of my life.

A No t e f r om t h e Au t hor
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C H A P T ER  1

November 1946
Schloss Schönbrunn, Vienna

Simon Barre had left his best revolver back at his family estate 
near Wilmington, Sussex, along with the Barrington surname. 

He didn’t miss the surname, but he did miss the expensive steel of his 
Webley MkVI and the smooth curve of the handle. His preference for 
it was one of the few things he shared with the man who gave him the 
name he had shrugged off.

Now, in the shadow of the moonlight, he could make out the re-
mains of the Baroque palace’s bombed gloriette, stretching over the 
depleted shell of once- manicured gardens and a fair distance from the 
twinkling champagne glasses and winking chandeliers of the party he 
had abandoned.

It had taken a bit of time and a rather f lirtatious telephone call with 
his target’s secretary for Simon to discover that Dieter Hofer would be 
here at the party in hopes of procuring the favor of an investor from 
like- minded individuals in attendance. Before the war, Hofer Family 
Industries had been a leviathan of industry, settled amid power plants 
and near the Aspern airfield. The Nazis had seen to its repurpose for 
their own munitions gains. Now, the Soviets spread out on the other 
side of the Danube, their inf luence creeping into the border between 
Vienna and Lower Austria.

No matter the Hofer family’s political allegiances, their precarious 
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position in the minefield of shifting ideologies made their sudden 
interest in uranium production stand out to the Secret Intelligence 
Service, given the European interest and fear in atomic warfare. The 
Americans had not only changed the game of war but had overseen 
the shift of the world’s greatest threat from Nazi terror to the ability to 
obliterate entire populations with the press of a button.

Simon’s interest was a matter of deciphering how the Hofers would 
exchange information and through what means.

Austria had enough academics, scientists, and curious minds 
affiliated with the Eternity spy ring committed to pursuing this 
new war. Simon’s leads on Eternity had struck hot the moment he 
settled in Vienna, but they had begun to slowly dwindle after the 
June election.

The Communist shadow loomed large long before the war. Simon 
was familiar with the movement of the first half of the century when it 
spilled through the First Austrian Republic. Then, after the first war 
when the last of its monarch rule fell and the Social Democrats rose to 
power, Red Vienna presented many of the similar ideologies that were 
advancing the Soviet agenda now.

The longer Simon divided his time between Vienna and London, 
the more transient he felt. Even while successfully and covertly con-
tinuing the work of his small team, he had been unable to suss out how 
the ring could be linked to the rise of Soviet inf luence in the city: in 
political cabinets, in withholding rations, in unequal treatment of pris-
oners of war, in the inability to show the same compassion the other 
Allied counterparts attempted in providing aid from their respective 
countries.

When his target approached, it wasn’t hard to follow the man’s 
secretary’s description. She had said Simon couldn’t miss the younger 
Hofer son. He wore an eye patch. Simon spared only a moment of sym-
pathy for the man’s wartime scars. Hofer now served his country by 
aiding Eternity: a ring of prominent Soviet sympathizers spreading 
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the Communist agenda in a far more violent way than in the political 
arena.

A vast difference existed between the atrocities perpetrated by 
the Red Army as they marched to end the war and those with political 
idealism that would set the next chapter of the world’s history. Simon 
wasn’t precisely sure how involved Dieter was in Eternity or in the 
business itself.

What he did know was how to lure him out to the gloriette and 
away from the party. The Eternity calling card was the infinity sym-
bol in mathematics. He’d slipped it in a note to a man presumably 
part of its elite and small circle of inf luence. If Hofer was affiliated 
with Eternity, the symbol would be an immediate draw. If not, Simon 
hoped the man’s curiosity would draw him anyway.

This man was the pawn, and perhaps the game was finally begin-
ning. What would Dieter choose? One or two spaces? Simon had set up 
the board to start with the front line of his opponents. And he intended 
to uncover the man’s business.

“I still do not understand why you are so eager to speak to me.”
“Must I spell it out?” Simon widened his eyes framed by gold- 

rimmed glasses. He had been told that his eyes were remarkably dis-
arming, apparently to great effect. “Well, your family owns a fuel fac-
tory in Meidling, does it not?”

“Ja.”
“In one of the Soviet zones. The same Soviet zone that is starving 

people by stealing their UN rations. And you work at the factory as a 
general manager. You see to all of the accounting. To the shipping and 
receiving. To the fact that goods that should be making their way into 
the hands of the general populace are not.”

“There is no evidence that I— ”
“You are being paid,” Simon enunciated. “You are being paid or 

there is no other reason you would keep your fellow countrymen from 
basic human necessities in this drawn- and- quartered city.” He drew 
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his regulation- issue Enfield No. 2 from his coat pocket and aimed at 
the man’s chest. “I know several of you are complicit. Men you work 
with. Men you never associated with before this bloody war. I want 
the manifest for Meidling. Now.” He jabbed the man’s jacket lapel with 
the barrel.

And if I have that, maybe I’ll know where to start.
The man held his hands up and swallowed hard. “How do you 

know I have a manifest at all . . . ?”
It was quite remarkable the information men inside the party were 

willing to pass along when they didn’t expect Gabe Langer, professor 
and artifacts enthusiast, to be watching them. Simon utilized Langer 
to great effect and capitalized on Hofer being in over his head. Perhaps 
the man had begged and convinced others he was the perfect person 
for the job— to attend a soiree and exchange information.

Simon chose to ignore the man’s question. “Who are you truly 
working for? And don’t say your father.”

“Herr Barre . . . surely you can see reason.”
“My reason is this: I came to the party with the express purpose 

of seeking you out.” Simon’s casual tone belied the intensity of his grip 
on the revolver. “I find you and then I retrieve what I assume is inside 
your breast pocket, since you glance down in its direction every forty- 
five seconds.”

And then I get one step closer to figuring out how Eternity is using this 
city much as it did London.

Simon narrowed his eyes. “That’s a rather ill- fitting suit jacket. 
Droops a little at the collar, far too roomy at the elbow, don’t you 
think?” He steadied his hand and pulled the trigger.

The bullet shot directly in the path of the man’s elbow. Simon was 
rather proud of himself. Charles Barrington always said he was just a 
little off on his shot. Too passionate. Too logical. That there needed 
to be some heart in it.

The man skittered over a few feet. “You shot me!”
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“I shot at you.” Simon tucked the revolver back into his jacket 
pocket and used the man’s surprise and distress to approach him. “Do 
you play chess? Well, en passant. If you had taken one step, I wouldn’t 
have shot at you. Two and you somehow would have avoided your 
opponent.”

Simon peeled back the man’s lapel and sought the paper therein. 
“Ah!” He retrieved the folded manifest. “Danke.” He tucked the paper 
into his pocket with f lourished aplomb.

The man motioned to the graze on his elbow, the clear tear in his 
jacket sleeve. “You . . . you shot me!”

“A mere technicality. And your repetition bores me.”
“You’re a loathsome, heartless b— ”
“Stop right there.” Simon spoke over Hofer’s last word. “You’ve 

suffered an egregious loss.” He raked his gaze up the man and over to 
his arm. “And there’s little your tailor can do about it.”

Simon straightened his shoulders and turned from the gloriette 
back to the golden palace.

The grounds of Schloss Schönbrunn were Versailles- like in opulence, 
span, and scope and offered Simon ample opportunity to retrieve his 
gold cigarette case from behind the manifest he had tucked into his 
jacket pocket. Leaning against the stone columns underneath the out-
side staircase, he could see that the Great Gallery was chaos, erupted 
with people.

With a lighter slid from his cummerbund and the f lick of his long 
fingers, it was but a moment before he pressed the cigarette between 
his lips. Simon drew in a long length of smoke. The lights from the 
grand, sprawling palace shone over the grass and gardens glimmering 
from a recent rain.

He headed inside and reached for a glass of amber liquid from a 
passing tray. A scene familiar to him during his thirty- five years on 
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the planet. He recalled his father’s countless insufferable parties at 
the family estate in Camden. The music, high- end Schwarzmarkt ci-
gars, and bottomless glasses reminded him of long spring nights when 
Simon strolled around the room, a calm presence to compensate for 
his half brother Julius’s intoxicated antics, already looking forward to 
the moment he could escape.

This party was to celebrate Viennese industry and the restora-
tion of the economy. Many similar and somewhat vague soirees of the 
same were held throughout the city, each a more glaring contrast to 
the housing and food shortages.

The moment Simon had entered the ballroom, several eyes latched 
on to him. It wouldn’t be the first time his regal posture and expensive 
tailoring led men to assume he was some dignitary or another. He sar-
torially met any challenge, and the face Simon Barrington presented 
to the world was untouchable: his armor Savile Row; his weapon his 
slickly pomaded ebony hair; his shrewd, ethereal blue eyes f lashing 
confidence he didn’t always feel.

Vienna’s usual business of coffee and pastries and music was, on 
account of the war, swapped for espionage. One could cozy up and 
bribe people for secrets or trade, to advance the ideologies that would 
usher in the new war. As long as one had money and time, there were 
pockets to be filled and men whose allegiances were apt to turn in spite 
of Vienna’s reputation of being a neutral zone. Ironically, the paper-
work and propaganda spoke of peace, but there were always backyard 
deals to be made to further the Communist agenda in and out of the 
Soviet quarters.

Still, Simon enjoyed the old- world charm of Vienna, even after its 
bombing— a nostalgia tied to a gentle, elegant, and refined Europe. His 
privileged experience clashed with the shattered world he witnessed 
every day. The attendants he recognized were from such different 
spheres. From nearly the moment Simon had arrived, his spit- shone 
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shoes and pinstripes authorized a quick introduction to the vital play-
ers in Vienna’s new game.

Simon squashed his cigarette in a decorative dish nearby and lit 
another. Cigarettes were worth more than currency here. The loss of 
the Germans meant the loss of the Reichsmarks, which now sat worth-
less under the cracked soles of a city blinking its way from desecration 
into a new occupied regime.

Gabriel Langer approached him and stopped next to a high table. 
“You were gone a long while.”

“I needed the air.”
Gabe raised an eyebrow. “Air indeed.”
An academic of history and Habsburg aficionado, Gabe had a 

background not unlike Simon’s: descended from a long aristocratic 
line. And while Gabe’s Austrian empire had crumpled, he still bore its 
inf luence in his noble bearing and elegant mannerisms.

“Did you get what you needed?” Gabe smoothed his slicked- back 
white- blond hair.

Simon clenched his jaw behind a long drag of smoke. “I got what 
I needed. Anything?”

Gabe inclined his head to the ornate doorway, where a man named 
David Moser accepted a drink from a passing servant. “I cannot get a 
read on Moser. He’s chancellor at Leopold University and is familiar 
to some in my social circles.”

Their highbrow heritage was not the only thing they had in com-
mon. They had someone else too. “Oh?”

“Sometimes he’s working with his fellow Austrians, and some-
times he’s using Starling to sell antiquities to Russian sympathizers 
on the black market. To whoever the highest bidder is. And he doesn’t 
work alone.”

Simon had a network of reliable informants in the city, and Moser’s 
name was often mentioned among them.
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“And Moser gave me this when I casually approached him about 
retrieving a fragment of a manuscript. Ja.”

Gabe continued and Simon barely heard him. He was too inter-
ested in accepting the card Gabe gave him. Simon turned it over. It 
held the name Tomas Adameck and an address in the Staré Město quar-
ter of Prague.

He tucked it in his pocket as their attention was momentarily 
drawn toward the arrival of a dignitary wearing medals, a sash, and 
everything that glistened of the recent war. The side unsullied by 
men lining up for watery coffee, with no pensions or stipends. The 
men who had money even as prisoners of war trudged in from the 
Hauptbahnhof, or train station.

Recently, author George Orwell had given name to the war of 
ideas and propaganda: the Cold War. Kalter Krieg. When a country 
was ripe for the picking, any ideology could find fertile soil to root and 
grow. And the rich would get richer. It was why Simon so preferred 
this new war: one of tact, diplomacy, and hopefully as little violence 
as possible. His corner of it was a world of aff luence and inf luence he 
was bred to understand.

Marcus Brighton, his overseer at the Secret Intelligence Service, 
appreciated Simon’s concern with the rise of Communist ideals that 
had crept onto the coattails of the war that just ended. What some la-
beled as an obsessive and unfounded pursuit of Communist inf luence 
during the Blitz, Brighton not only tolerated but appreciated.

“Tomas Adameck was wounded in the war,” Gabe said. “Walks 
with a stick. I am still not completely sure of his inf luence here. But 
he has important contacts in Budapest and Prague. Odd man. Czech.”

Simon nodded at a passing waiter and took a glass of whiskey from 
his tray. “Contacts you know?”

“And that Starling knows as well.”
Simon swirled the dregs of whiskey in his glass. Starling was the 

code name of his dear friend Sophie.
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“Whispers are circulating around Leopold University about .  .  . 
well, something of a higher value than most of the art and artifacts we 
have been working with. Considering the caliber of men pursuing it— 
at least insofar as my leads— ” Gabriel stopped. Raised his shoulder. 
“There’s more here, Simon. I am not sure how much more. Or what . . .”

“The war has certainly overturned a treasure chest.” Simon 
downed the last of his drink.

“It’s more than that. There’s an ideology attached to it through 
artistry. In art and beauty. Sophie and I went to one of Moser’s elegant 
soirees. He is so taken with Starling. She’s also been spending more 
and more time with the artifacts. I go on a mission to see it to an end. 
Finding you information.” Gabe watched Simon, as if expecting a re-
sponse. “Sophie seems more interested in the value of the pieces than 
in who is seeking or purchasing them.”

“I don’t think her fascination with a few interesting objets d’art is 
anything of concern.” Sophie liked finery. But more still, Sophie loved 
music. It was partly how he had coaxed her to Vienna in the first place: 
a city song she hadn’t memorized enough to hum or play. “She’s never 
given me any hint that she’s not helping me.”

But belying Simon’s casual tone was a thoughtful gravity. He 
wanted Sophie to be of use to him, yet never go too far. Impossible 
when he considered that she was a f lint ready to spark against the first 
stone standing in her way. He couldn’t be held responsible for the con-
nections she made or had made in the city even when he was occupied 
in London.

“She’s changed, Simon. Since you’ve been back in Vienna . . .” He 
raised a shoulder. “It’s different now. I don’t know exactly what she is 
telling me or not.” Gabe shook his head. “She’s far more sought out 
now than when we first started here.”

Simon patted the card in his pocket. “Well, we’re far beyond find-
ing suspects selling snuff boxes and pocket watches to fund the Soviet 
agenda,” Simon said evasively.
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“More than that.” Gabe took a sip of his drink. “Money’s money. 
Few in Austria have any, and even if you can buy a few delegates 
or votes, that inf luence doesn’t last long around here. What the 
Communist supporters need is ideology that will convince those 
who didn’t vote for them to do so now. They need to control the 
feelings of patriotism. Austria’s history was almost taken from us at 
Heldenplatz the moment Hitler marched in with his tanks. The mo-
ment he addressed thousands who had shown up to hear his words.”

“With no one armed to meet him,” Simon said darkly.
Hitler had notoriously marched in without even a single rif le to 

stop him. Simon wasn’t the only Brit in the city who had trouble under-
standing why the Austrians put up so little resistance. But he decided 
to consider each person as he would a player on his chessboard. Each 
had their advantages and faults. One could never lump them into a 
straight line. Not even the pawns.

Though men like Langer revolted without bullets. He was more of 
an ideas man. It was why Simon liked him.

Gabe nodded sadly. “There are those who want to return Austria 
to its former greatness, who would be well rid of Allies, and those who 
feel so guilty for siding with the enemy for extra rations or to keep their 
precious mementos that they slide their guilt under the carpet, hoping 
the Russians make such a mess of it, it absolves them.” He tapped ashes 
from his cigarette and scanned the room.

Simon knew the National Socialist Party still held a strong stand-
ing at the last election. He slid his gaze in Moser’s direction. “And him?”

“I’m no further in my investigation than the last time you asked. 
He has strong political ties and leanings and often throws parties that, 
to my knowledge, exist merely to show off his not inconsiderable col-
lection of rarities repossessed after the war.”

“Eternity?”
“What if there is something larger than Eternity at play here?” 

Gabe theorized after a moment.
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“More potent than an invisible web of Soviet sympathizers?” 
Simon tipped his whiskey glass. “Larger than the messages they are 
surreptitiously passing and their quiet infiltration of entire cities?”

It wouldn’t be long until Moser approached their table. He had 
been weaving in and out of the crowd, engaging in short conversations, 
and Simon could sense the man’s eyes f lick over at him.

“When the world is a free- for- all.” Gabe’s carefully measured 
words held a somber note. “You’re seeing my city through the lens of 
a British man determined to stop the spread of Communism. I see 
my city as one who knew what it once was and what it could be again. 
I know you are highly regarded. Trusted, even. But forgive me if I 
remain— what is the English word?— wary.”

Simon wasn’t offended. His covert career had taken him on a long 
journey and to a great many parties.

A similar conversation had occurred before Simon packed the last 
of his custom wardrobe from his family’s Georgian- era Mayfair house.

“But I’m not sure my heart’s in it,” Simon had told his boss, Marcus 
Brighton, an old friend of his father’s and a man who was adamant 
about Simon’s potential, whether at a soiree or a rickety mansion in 
Bletchley where Simon became a team leader for a group of code 
breakers during the war.

“Well, make sure it is,” Brighton responded. “I’ve a lot riding 
on you.”

“You’re sure of an awful lot.” Simon frowned. He supposed Brighton 
saw in him more than Simon saw in himself. It wasn’t a feeling he had 
much experience with. Charles Barrington was determined that Simon 
knock himself down a peg if ever his voice was too confident in relaying 
his success in examinations or his acceleration in a chess match.

Gabe had every right to be wary of a man who couldn’t decide 
whether his heart was in his position here, let alone foresee a future 
that would restore the city and Gabe’s beloved country to what it had 
been before the war.
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Sure enough, Moser approached their table as Gabe excused him-
self for a refill. Simon had just finished straightening his right cuff link 
and smoothing the lines of his jacket.

“They’re rather wonderful.” Moser gestured toward Simon’s 
mono grammed cuff links. “Special, are they?”

“A present.” There was far more to the story, of course. But Simon 
had learned from childhood that stories were manipulative things. 
After all, Charles Barrington had made up Simon’s heritage as needed 
and wielded it as a weapon.

“You have fine taste.” Moser gestured toward Simon’s refilled 
glass. “I’m having a small soiree at my home two nights from now. If 
this scotch is to your liking, I have plenty more in the cellars.”

Simon assessed Moser’s dark brown hair and medium build. He 
conveyed a casual sort of handsomeness. Perhaps unremarkable on 
first glance but distinguished, dressed as he was now and offset by the 
glamour surrounding them.

“After the war, I decided never to deprive myself, to snatch at the 
chance for finery whenever I could find it. You strike me as a man who 
would appreciate that.” Moser studied Simon a long moment. “You 
should come.”

“That’s very kind of you.”
“I have a feeling that ours could be a symbiotic relationship.” Moser 

didn’t look directly at Simon but rather at the action around them.
“How so?”
“Gabriel Langer obviously confides in you and perhaps so should 

I. I have been in the city a lot longer than he has, and it is not always 
easy to decipher who is a prospective friend or another foe.”

With a swift smoothing of his tie, Simon verified that the manifest 
from Hofer’s was still firmly tucked inside his breast pocket. It was 
a reactive move common when he was in proximity to someone he 
couldn’t get a read on. Moser didn’t seem to notice.

The moment Moser was out of Simon’s sight line, he relished a long 
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exhale. Only one person knew the toll it took on Simon to convince the 
world that he fit. Only one person knew that while he seemed to com-
mand a room with natural ease, he was far better suited to occupying 
a corner with a chessboard or a shared cigarette.

Simon twisted his cuff links. A gift from a wedding that wasn’t 
really a wedding. A marriage that wasn’t really a marriage.

From a woman who knew him better than anyone else in the 
world.
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C H A P T ER  2

That same evening
Schloss Belvedere,  Vienna

Lady Sophia Huntington- Villiers once imagined the code name 
Starling would help her deliver messages behind enemy lines 

for the Special Operations Executive, a division of MI6, during the 
war. Instead, it became a constant reminder of things she might have 
done before she had been rerouted to a manor house in Bletchley 
Park and her war effort involved turning rotors on Bombe machines 
that decrypted Nazi messages. So she repurposed her nom de guerre. 
Resurrected it. Now, men who dealt in high- end artifacts and antiques 
used Starling to summon her throughout the muted grandeur of a 
felled Vienna.

Her clients imagined they were dealing with someone elusive and 
mysterious, and she wielded her skill in plenty of anonymous actions. 
When Simon Barre learned an arrested double agent assumed to be 
involved with Eternity had been found with a valuable Habsburg arti-
fact, Sophie found herself working with Gabriel Langer to help un-
cover other possible ties between artifacts and the Soviet threat Simon 
was so intently focused on.

In London, Simon had only been able to narrow in on a King’s 
College professor with a penchant for finery. But it set something off 
and sparked Simon’s looking into more connections between suspects 
and art and, fortunately for him, allowed for a role for Sophie Villiers.
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She waited in the orangery for Herr Karl Haas in the moonlight. If 
she angled her head the right way and squinted just enough at the city, 
she could imagine the jewel of the former Austro- Hungarian Empire 
as it had once been. Not as it was now, so militant that Die Vier im 
Jeep— an army jeep boasting the f lags and soldiers of the four Allied 
victors— was a symbol of a city quartered.

But tonight, when the hills and low mountains encased the 
wrecked palace like a gem and light funneled through the maze of 
spires and steeples unblemished by bombs, she could almost forget the 
ration queues and worthless bills. The wretched POWs and refugees 
slumping through, shoulders burrowed with the leftover war and on 
the brink of another one.

Sophie ensured that her ivory- handled pistol was loaded and 
within easy reach in her waistband. Most of the men involved in the 
Schwarzmarkt, or black market, she worked in were not in the business 
of killing or assaulting women. But Sophie could never be too careful.

She had helped men from all levels of government, art, academia, 
and army rank restore some of the opulence and beauty Hitler had 
taken when he barged into the city and claimed the art as his own. 
Hitler’s curator, Bruno Grimschitz, had used Austrian galleries and 
museums to his whim and will, pilfering anything desired for the new 
Reich.

If someone wanted to pawn a piece or reacquire it from said pilfer-
ing, Starling’s name settled easily on their lips. She could get them the 
best deal while at the same time discover who held the most financial 
inf luence.

The few people who still had money in Austria were often using it 
to restore their estates to their prewar glory, though Simon suspected 
some were using their aff luence to bribe their way into political spheres 
or to further the cause of Eternity.

Fortunately for Sophie, she didn’t give a hang about the money 
until she found a way to filter it to a food bank or an orphanage or a 
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housing office for displaced and bombed- out citizens. If men wanted 
to pay her handsomely to track down a set of candlesticks bearing the 
Habsburg crest from the time of Maria Theresa, she was more than 
happy to do so. Especially since she found a sly ally in Herr Müller from 
a Pfandhaus in the Neuer Markt. A man who understood quite well that 
Sophie’s hunting, bartering, and trading were far from her own gain.

The vantage from the orangery gave full view of the Belvedere’s 
Upper Palace in reconstruction. The Lower Palace’s famed Hall of 
Grotesques was badly bombed near where she stood looking over the 
immense grounds up to the Upper Palace on a small hill. The Marble 
Hall and magnificent Baroque statues were one of many casualties 
of war. The reparations had begun on the blasted castle but would 
doubtless take years.

She typically met clients at locations determined by Herr Müller, 
but in Karl Haas’s case, she determined the meeting place, drawn to 
the scarred interface and architecture still bearing a shadow of beauty 
and imagining it in happier times.

Though she occasionally passed Simon intelligence integral to his 
monitoring of the rising Soviet agenda in the city, her role in Vienna 
was a race of adrenaline . . . especially in seeking and finding a parti-
cular rare piece. The more it related to the city’s musical heritage, the 
more interested she was.

“Entschädigung.” A voice pierced her thoughts.
“Herr Haas.” At a height that startled some, Sophie was often in a 

position to look down at a man as she was doing now.
“Ja. And you are Starling.” He gave her a polite once- over, then 

locked his gaze on hers. “I need you to acquire something for me. 
Something rumored to have been recently found.”

Men like Haas often sought her out to start a hunt. “I can try.”
“It’s more than just a piece of art. An artifact.” A grave expres-

sion settled on his handsome face. “I need to hire someone I can trust. 
Someone who will be sympathetic to my cause.”
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“Why do you think you can trust me?”
“I was at a party with Herr Moser, and he mentioned that you 

might be of assistance.” He took in the ruined castle and grounds 
around them: the barren fountain and bare trees, the overrun gar-
dens. “Austria’s market is a free- for- all. A missing Klimt. Thirteen of 
his paintings for the Universität Wien sent for safekeeping are now 
incinerated because of the Nazis.” He clucked his tongue. “I want the 
right artifacts to be returned to the right people.”

“And you’re one of the right people?”
“I’m a patriot. I want to build up my country again. I want to re-

cover. So many of the original owners are heaven knows where. Many 
have died. Shipped out. Many were Jewish families. You comprehend.”

She dug her nails into her palm. “I do comprehend.” During her 
SOE training, Sophie had met a few young Jewish women who shared 
their stories of how they’d barely escaped Germany and Austria with 
their lives during the horror of the Kristallnacht pogrom— the “Night 
of Broken Glass”— while their fathers were sent to concentration 
camps. Thereafter, any property remaining was repurposed for the 
Reich. She comprehended all too well that too many rightful owners 
of the art and artifacts she pursued were orphans to owners long per-
ished. And any legitimate claim was caught in the web of a country 
now confused by four competing Allied forces.

“It gives me no great pleasure to be working with a Briton.” Haas 
drew her back to their discussion. “I, for one, feel we are more than 
ready to get our great country back. We don’t need the Allies playing 
nanny. We can run our own government. But I have heard that you can 
find things. For all sides.”

“I can imagine the disruption.” More than that, she could empa-
thize. War was a great equalizer: it demanded far too much of staunch 
patriots and forced regular people into a holding place where they 
weren’t ever truly sure if they lived up to the standard living history 
had set.
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“Moser said you have a deft touch when it comes to procuring that 
which no one else can find.”

“I have contacts.”
“I know. But you are not Austrian, and yet he said you worked so 

delicately because you believed the right person wanted it.”
“And this is what inspired you to come to me for your precious 

artifact?” Sophie raised an eyebrow. “The fact that I am not Austrian?”
“You have no personal attachment.”
“Maybe I will when you tell me what it is.”
“I will pay you handsomely.”
“In Reichsmarks? Cigarettes?” She smiled. “Chocolate and silk 

stockings, perchance?”
“Schillings. What I want is deeply important to me.”
Sophie crossed her arms over her chest. “A family heirloom, 

perhaps?”
“I will not be the only person attempting to locate this. But it is of 

the utmost importance that I find it first.” Just under the certainty in 
his voice she detected the slightest falter. “Many doubt its existence 
and have since before the war. But I do not. Dangerous men of immense 
power will stop at nothing to find and keep this rather remarkable 
piece of history as a bargaining chip. You would be taking a risk.”

“I’ve taken risks before.” Sophie hoped her mounting heartbeat 
wasn’t evident through her blouse.

“I have heard that before. Yes. Your interest in Mozart will 
serve you well, Fräulein. There is a contact who will meet you at 
Minoritenkirche tomorrow evening. After mass. He will tell you 
where to start the search.”

“I thought that would be you.”
“I want an intermediary to keep as much distance between myself 

and your recovery as possible. I am an inf luential man. You are known 
as a woman of taste and discretion. And I like you.”

“That’s a by- the- way, Herr Haas.”
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“But an important one.” He reached into his breast pocket and 
produced several Austrian schillings as well as a folded note. “This 
should see to your immediate expenses. Inside the note you will find 
the name of the contact and the object of your pursuit. But please burn 
it right after reading.”

She opened her pocketbook and tucked the bills inside. She cas-
ually opened the sheet of paper with a slight laugh as soon as she read 
it. “This cannot be real. Cannot be authentic.”

“There are rumors. Here and in Prague. But they’re only whispers 
that this is real.”

“Then why do you need a go- between? What if I just take what 
you’ve already given me and go and find it for you?”

“As I said, there is a risk. I have a wife. Children. But it is for more 
than just its monetary value. It is our history.” He leaned into her ear 
even though no one was around to hear their conversation.

Sophie shuff led through her mind for something to say. From 
what she had learned during her time in Vienna, history was as easily 
bought and sold as cigarettes on the black market. Everyone felt they 
had a claim to history.

While the most recent election had seen the Communist Party 
gain only four legislative seats, Gabe told her numerous men of his 
acquaintance voted Communist, and the Nazi Party still had a sur-
prising voter turnout. So even though Herr Haas had said “our history” 
with certainty, the country and its ideologies were rebuilding just as 
the fallen grounds around her would be.

“And what if I get a better offer?” Sophie asked on impulse. If he 
wouldn’t take the risk, why should she?

“I’ll ensure that you don’t.” His tone implied retribution. He 
tipped his fedora at her and left her.

During her time in the Austrian capital, Sophie had helped high- 
ranking and powerful men retrieve wedding rings and pearls, gold cig-
arette cases and lost love letters. She had f litted in and out of parties 
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and withstood the advances of men who were fascinated by her beauty, 
height, and bearing. Soon the love letters became Klimt paintings and 
famed pieces of Habsburg jewelry.

Still, she had never been asked to retrieve something of this status.
While her skills were stellar, were they sufficient for this job?
Sophie struck a match and burned the note before she placed the 

ember to a cigarette and lifted it to her lips. She didn’t need to retain 
the instructions or the commission— they were branded on her brain.

Minoritenkirche. After mass. Tomorrow night.
Die Totenmaske von Amadeus Mozart.

Sophie folded into the back seat of the taxi. The death mask of Mozart. 
A smile tickled her lips. She played Piano Concerto no. 17 over the 
knees of her pressed trousers. No matter where she was— from New 
York to the Bombe machines in Hut Eight at Bletchley to a recital at the 
parish church near Ashton— Sophie recalled music. She loved Mozart: 
a composer of ineffable beauty but also logical precision. He was a 
language she understood when her mother’s meterstick rapped on her 
palms after a shoddy practice session or her father spoke of her grow-
ing up to marry Julius Barrington or one of the other wealthy, titled 
bachelors to ensure their family’s legacy continued.

To find Mozart’s death mask would be to recognize the face of a 
friend, she was sure.

Vienna spread before her in the distance, bombed buildings 
marked by wear and craters, the f luttering streetlights catching the 
sheen of a recent rain like jewels sparkling on the pavement. She was 
out past the unofficial curfew, and it wouldn’t be the first time. She had 
long since decided the easiest way to feel like she owned the city was to 
act like she owned the city. While some women might have simpered 
and played innocent, Sophie would straighten her shoulders, stiffen 
her spine, and convince herself that she belonged.
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And the longer she convinced herself, the easier it was for her to 
believe it.

Karl Haas had engaged the beginning of her evening, but it was 
definitely not her last stop before home.

In the Volksgarten on the second bench adjacent to a path rimmed 
with trees long deprived of their leaves, she knew Frau Wagner would 
be waiting. They had a standing appointment here.

Sophie’s high prices for her work for men like Haas became higher 
once Herr Müller had put her in touch with Frau Wagner. She ran a 
shelter for women for whom the liberation at the hands of the Red 
Army had resulted in far more than deprived circumstances. The 
women nursing illegitimate children were trying to piece together a 
life after brutal assaults.

At first Sophie had sent money via anonymous donations, leaving 
it with Herr Müller or having Gabe run the errand. But Frau Wagner 
wanted a touch point, someone she could trust, and Sophie had proven 
herself to be that person.

She paid for and dismissed the taxi. Then she slowed her steps, 
making out the outline of the middle- aged woman she was set to meet.

“You are very kind to be here.” Frau Wagner’s salt- and- pepper hair 
fell over her creased forehead. Her callused hands were tucked into the 
rehemmed sleeves of her overlong coat. “I always worry that this is too 
dangerous for you.”

Sophie believed it necessary. Was it dangerous? Certainly. Vienna 
was full of moments of unspoken public tragedy. During the first wave 
of Soviet liberation, the desecrated buildings and lack of food, water, 
and police force of any sort found both Austrians and foreigners plun-
dering to survive. With the second wave of the Red Army, discipline 
of any sort was replaced with utter chaos.

Candid photographs of civilians shot on park benches peppered 
papers in English and in German. Some snapped not far from where 
Sophie was now. She never let down her guard.
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Sophie pressed an envelope into Frau Wagner’s hand. “This way I 
know that you receive it personally and can do with it what you deem 
best. I don’t trust men in this city.”

Frau Wagner was rarely effusive. The slight lowering of her shoul-
ders and a softness smoothing the rigid lines of her firm mouth were 
the only indicators that she appreciated Sophie.

Sophie, whose upbringing was a careful study in reading body 
language and facial expressions over words unspoken, understood 
her quite well. A lady, Sophie had learned, tucked emotional words 
into her handkerchief or into the smooth folds of her collar. If you 
mete and measure just enough for the listener to glean your mean-
ing while leaving them wanting more, then you always had the 
upper hand.

A moment later Frau Wagner departed, and Sophie watched until 
she reached the more pedestrian- heavy Ring. On their first meeting 
she had told Sophie that nothing surprised her. She had seen every-
thing. Whatever weighed her shoulders down and creased a kind, sym-
pathetic face made her eyes far older than middle age.

Sophie had seen similar worn faces throughout the city, and each 
one impressed upon her the need to charge more for her services. To 
find more means to help. What else was she going to do? Go home and 
wait for her mother to shove her in the path of the next available blue- 
blooded bachelor? A woman didn’t spend four years of the war turning 
her brain on only to f lick it off to play hostess.

Part of her wanted to go abroad. Part of her would have gone 
abroad— if it wasn’t for the pesky piece of paper she kept tucked be-
hind her sherry decanter.

The wind whistled around her as she approached the classic 
Theseus Temple just behind the Hof burg Palace, where she would 
cross into the Innere Stadt and make her way to her f lat. Sophie’s ears 
were perked for the slightest footfall, eyes alert for the slightest moving 
shadow, careful to compensate for the paths not lit by streetlamps as 
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she neared the Doric- columned temple that felt a bit like Athens in the 
middle of the community park in Volksgarten.

Her nerves tingled at movement behind her.
Sophie swiftly removed her revolver from her waistband.
“Which hand are you going to shoot me with?” a familiar voice 

said behind her. “The one you want people to think is your dominant 
hand? Or your dominant hand?”

Sophie’s exhale moved through her shoulders and down her spine. 
“You know I could outshoot you with either. What’s the term for that?”

“Ambidextrous.” The shadow met her stride and bowed his head 
to her. “Villiers.”

“Simon. Refreshing night, is it not?”
“Tsk, tsk. A woman out at night alone.” But the seriousness in his 

tone belied his tease.
Lord knew how his eyes could be so piercing blue even in the dark-

ness. She put her gun in her handbag and fastened the clasp.
“We really ought to stop meeting like this, darling,” Simon said. 

“In the chill of autumn, the leaves a romantic shade of crumpled 
brown, two Soviet soldiers over there near the National Library might 
be waiting to shoot us for breaking curfew.” He smoothed back the 
lines of his carefully pomaded black hair. “Or for whatever fabricated 
excuse they find to justify their power.”

He looked her over. “You really should be careful, Villiers.”
“I am careful. I was nigh prepared to shoot you. You should be 

more careful. What are you doing here?”
“Needed air. Insufferable party. Langer had some interesting in-

formation about a man in Prague.” She could sense rather than see his 
smile. “I shot at a man.”

“At a party?”
“Just outside the party. I didn’t actually hit him, just his ill- 

tailored suit.”
They walked a few steps in silence. Simon had once told her 
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that Dickens would walk the whole of London again and again at 
night, trying to find his muse in the dark streets and steeples. Simon 
enjoyed silence and the same walks that allowed him to stretch into 
the city like a familiar coat. She alone knew that after a long day 
in a crowded hut overseeing workers at Bletchley, he would take 
to the village for a long stroll before he joined the crowd at the 
pub, pasting on a smile and playing several rounds of chess with 
Fisher Carne. Listening to Diana regale her peers about church 
architecture.

Though Sophie’s mind often roamed during these silent moments, 
she recalled them when she saw the devastation of Vienna around her. 
Her friend Diana told her to see the structures not as they were now, 
their beauty snubbed like a snuffed- out candle, but in the splendor 
they would be again. After all, the scaffolds crisscrossing over tow-
ering monuments like Stephansdom and the blockades around the 
Plague Column on the Graben spoke to how quickly the city was de-
termined to restore its beauty.

“Why are you here?” Simon asked. “I saw you at Theseus Temple 
and confess to waiting until you had finished your business.”

Sophie raised a shoulder. “The usual. Starling. Charged to find 
something.” The name had often been enough to denote her meetings 
and transactions.

Simon shifted and turned to face her, their shoulders brushing in 
the darkness. “And will Starling find it?”

“I think that Starling . . . I . . .” Starling had never been charged with 
something so magnanimous before.

“Because I happen to think that Starling can do anything she sets 
her mind to.” His voice grew more serious. “Though I’d prefer that she 
not set her mind on clandestine midnight meetings.”

She felt the tension pulsing in him due to his proximity.
A rustle sounded beyond them, and a shadow emerged. A f lash of 

metal and the length of a rif le protruded. Simon stiffened from inches 
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away. He instinctively started to slide her behind him, but she had 
another idea and stalled him with a grip on his forearm.

Simon swiftly met her gaze in the moonlight. She gave an ink-
ling of a nod. There was a quick solution that would yield an easy 
explanation.

He gently cupped her cheek, pulled her face forward, and lowered 
his mouth to hers.
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C H A P T ER  3

Simon felt Sophie’s mouth part slightly under his. It wasn’t the 
first time he had kissed her, but the urgency and danger around 

it sparked a fuse burning through him. He lingered on the sensation 
until the rif le barrel dug into his shoulder.

“What is the meaning of this?” Many of the Soviet soldiers were 
merely doing their duty, but this man clearly enjoyed his temporary 
authority.

It took longer than Simon wished to recover the breath he had 
given her in their improvised exchange.

“We have so few moments together.” Sophie continued their ploy 
and pouted for the soldier.

“I don’t know . . .” The soldier frowned.
“Please.” Sophie’s alto voice was as high as she could make it. “His 

wife will not . . .”
Simon pressed his lips together to mash down a laugh. It wasn’t the 

first time they had evaded severer danger by kissing away suspicion. 
Not the first time the irony blasted through him either. If the situation 
wasn’t so blasted threatening, Simon would have enjoyed it more.

“Spare me.” The soldier backed away from Simon and waved his 
rif le. He said something in Russian to Sophie that they both understood 
far too well. Simon flared and Sophie grabbed his forearm to still him.

Aware of the rif le’s proximity to his face, Simon took a step for-
ward, thankful the soldier was closer to him than Sophie. More often 
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than not, these instances were a show of power. But Simon didn’t want 
to risk the rare chance when it wasn’t.

“Go,” the soldier eventually said.
Simon placed his hand on Sophie’s back and led her away. When 

they were out of hearing distance, he said, “I’ll walk you home.”
The moonlight and streetlight mingled with shadows across 

Sophie’s high cheekbones. She was striking: tall with long, athletic 
lines and ruby- red lips. But more than that, she controlled attention 
in whatever room she entered. Wore trousers in a city where women 
typically wore skirts.

Simon, more cognizant than he would wish of these traits, won-
dered if that was her allure to the soldier. For Simon, a result of the first 
chord they had struck, she was the best type of exhausting. They often 
played their chemistry up or down depending on the situation. They 
had for years. Sometimes he couldn’t tell where the spark ended and 
Simon began. Theirs was an elaborate dance that appeased Simon’s 
family and saw him through numerous parties, seeking her out— a safe 
space under spirals of shared cigarette smoke.

He often anticipated seeing her or hearing her as if by elaborate 
radar. At Bletchley Park it was easier: their perimeter was smaller. 
Here, the occasions were rarer but still occurred. He’d turn a street or 
cross a Platz to make out her long lines and the curve of her hat rim. 
But this homing device went two ways: She could always seek him out 
in a crowded room or pub. Two magnets surged by the same current 
and drawn into each other’s field.

Simon fell into stride with her step. “Before we were so rudely 
inter rupted, you were telling me something that Starling uncovered.” 
He surveyed their immediate surroundings. “Eternity?”

“Starling didn’t uncover anything. Not yet. But .  .  .” She leaned 
into him. “A man asked me to meet someone regarding . . .”

Simon stopped in his tracks just as the arch from the Hof burg led 
into Michaelerplatz. “Tell me.”
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“I just . . . You’re giving me that look.”
“Sophie . . . ,” he coaxed. “It’s near pitch- black.” Even the brightest 

pedestrian walkways were devoid of their streetlights. The blackouts 
ushered in with the Anschluss still pervaded the city. “How can you 
tell what look I am giving you?”

“An annoyed one.”
Just beyond, Soviet soldiers with long guns saluting the stars stood 

sentry not a stone’s throw from Demel’s famous Konditorei. She fol-
lowed his sight line over to Kohlmarkt.

“That soldier was dangerous, Villiers.”
“Aren’t they all?”
“I’m serious. I’m responsible for you.”
Sophie set a hand on his shoulder. “You have to trust me, darling.”
“I do trust you, but I also . . .”
“You also . . . ,” Sophie said after a moment when he didn’t fill in 

the blanks.
They both looked in opposite directions. Simon, out to the ruins 

of Vienna, Sophie straight ahead. Simon read her frustration in the 
press of her lips and the slight drop of her shoulders. Sometimes he 
felt they were so in sync that the slightest shift in her tone or tilt of her 
chin was a signal just for him. Currently, he was left in silence as she 
took the familiar street in stride.

For all the silence exacted by Bletchley Park: the Official Secrets 
Act, the Careless Talk Costs Lives propaganda in the canteen, the par-
anoia that drinking too much at the Swan or even the light anesthetic 
needed for a tooth extraction could inadvertently lead to spilling the 
Crown’s secrets, he missed the camaraderie in that silence.

How telling it was as she fell into his shoulder or f licked him a 
look under lined lashes when she was sure no one else would see. Even 
their earlier kiss lingered with a warm buzz on his lips. Her kiss was 
given with the ease and pageantry needed for the moment, but there 
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was too fine a line between friendship and desire in Simon’s case. And 
Simon wanted to keep his own lines firmly drawn.

Vienna was sanctioned off between the four Allies dividing the 
Bezirks, or districts, between them. On a larger scale the whole of 
Austria was similarly quartered. Each Allied power wielded control 
over a patchwork quilt of a country liberated from the Anschluss only 
to meet a new occupant and, in many cases, a new language and ex-
pectation. Freedom found too many accustomed to little but make-
shift tarps to weather the gaps merely blocking the starlight, settled 
together and huddled with soleless shoes and watery coffee. Lights 
through ruff led curtains played mellow noughts and crosses: blacking 
out some shades and illuminating others.

A lone army jeep rambled over the stones, and Sophie stiffened 
beside him. It was understandable given the animosity between the 
Soviet and Western Allies. Simon, by playing the foreign- diplomat 
card, rarely had issues crossing freely from one of the Soviet- occupied 
sections of the city into the neutral First District or Innere Stadt.

Depending on which soldier was running the watches, one 
could whistle on his way or be subject to prolonged interrogation. 
No wonder thousands of refugees from Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, 
Romania, and Hungary were desperate to find reprieve in a Western 
Allied zone. Oftentimes, the Soviet guards were mercurial. The 
Volksdeutsche, or displaced Germans, merely took what they 
could find.

The jeep stopped near Sophie and Simon and a man stepped out. 
Soviet. His regulation Tokarev rif le was raised.

Not again. Simon cursed.
He instinctively stepped forward to guard Sophie and reached 

into his overcoat for his inter- allied identity card. “Guten Abend.” 
Simon used German as a preferred medium in case this fellow didn’t 
speak English.
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The soldier took his card, then zoomed in on Sophie. “Papers,” he 
said in curt English.

Sophie rummaged in her handbag. Simon’s heart accelerated.
“We have every right to be here.” Simon swept his gaze over the 

pedestrian square. Why was no one else around? “We’re in the First 
District,” he continued in German.

“Ah!” Sophie’s face brightened upon retrieving her card. “Slipped 
to the bottom. I’m not always asked for it, I suppose, because I rarely 
cross zones.” She smiled up at him, voice smooth as glass.

The soldier fumed a moment but eventually gave a curt nod. 
They were supposed to be allies, yet this was the second stop tonight. 
Fortunately, the soldier was satisfied with his slight abuse of authority, 
leaving Simon to wonder— not for the first time— what might befall 
her if he wasn’t so close at hand.

Their walk to her f lat was too long and too fast at once. His heart 
was pounding, and his brain matched the accelerated pace. “I need to 
know where you are going and who you are meeting.”

“Simon. They’re just showing rank.” Sophie inclined her chin. “I 
encounter danger every day.”

“You’re wandering Volksgarten alone at night.”
“I had business in the city. You don’t always pursue Eternity in 

broad daylight and crowded places.”
“It’s different.” It was different because she was a woman, and the 

Red Army’s reputation during their sieges and raids— despite being 
allies— turned his stomach. As such, he couldn’t help but feel a strong 
surge of protection every time he found her in a moment that could 
have had a very different outcome from the one where Sophie stood 
safely beside him.

He had brought her here to help with his mission. But his needing 
her, trusting and admiring her abilities, constantly chafed against his 
guilt for placing her in a situation where he might not protect her.

They neared the familiar cobbles in front of her f lat. The church 
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bells tolled, and mellow light spilled from curtained windows onto the 
pavement. The Hof, or courtyard, tucked behind a wrought- iron fence 
overf lowed with twigs, branches, and dead leaves that would make the 
chief gardener at Ashton, Sophie’s childhood estate, pale.

“You can tell me anything, Sophie. Anything at all. I know you 
don’t need me to slay dragons for you, but I would anyway.”

This coaxed the desired smile. It had since the first time he said 
it several years ago.

“I know.” Sophie reached out and tugged his collar.
But even as his breath f luttered the scarf at her neck, she turned 

the key. “Good night, Simon.”
“Night.” He wished he could smooth away the feeling that there 

was more to say, that he wanted to know. There was something she 
wasn’t telling him. He was always conscious, even at the height of their 
usual rapport, that at any moment she could slowly slip away.

For there was a part of Sophie— evident even tonight in the way 
she casually used Starling in lieu of a detailed explanation as to her 
activities— that was removed from him.

Once he was certain she was tucked safe inside, Simon met the path 
of empty, uneven cobblestones. He wove his way through streets now 
familiar. The British had moved their headquarters to Hotel Sacher, 
usurping the famed building from the Russians in the midst of the shift 
of Allied dominance. Simon was rich enough to rent a suite there and 
his role enigmatic enough that no one questioned him about it.

Rich enough . . . It struck him on numerous occasions how dispa-
rate his situation was from the city he saw around him. In his pursuit of 
Eternity he was comfortably settled into the Mayfair house, and while 
London was deep in the throes of its restitution, there was a familiarity 
to Marcus Brighton’s office at Fifty- Four Broadway, tea at the Savoy, 
and a world Simon was conditioned for. Here, while he loved the his-
tory and resiliency of Vienna, he still didn’t speak the language beyond 
the Babel- like overlap of German, French, and Russian.
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And while strolling through the Western- occupied space was a 
boon, it made the stark contrast of the ravaged sections of the city 
more apparent. Especially as the Soviets were doing everything in 
their power to block the supplemented rations the United Nations 
Relief and Rehabilitation Administration provided to help and aid. 
To usurp the region’s every last munition, agricultural output, and 
oil field to keep the residents in their unhappy, pseudoliberated state. 
Unhappiness led to uprising. Starvation led to riot.

Simon turned onto Operngasse, a large street f lanked by the 
Staatsoper on one side and his opulent hotel on the other. Once there, 
he smiled at the doorman and stepped across the russet- red carpet. He 
meandered to the bar and ordered a whiskey neat, then checked his 
watch. Past midnight. Soon a barman appeared bearing a silver tray 
holding a glass and a newspaper. Simon lifted the glass for a long sip.

He looked around the room as he had several previous nights 
when the lack of patrons was as telling as a crowd. What secrets were 
being revealed? A f lick of ash over a tray, a twinkle in one’s eye telling 
the story one had heard time and again. A leg crossed over a knee, and 
a telephone call. Most were War Office men who filed paperwork and 
clerked, but in a city of spies, shadows met every corner and crept over 
every wall.

Brighton was adamant that Simon’s background procured him 
an edge and a rare ability to assess people. After all, Simon had been 
silently studying men his whole life: at his father’s parties, from across 
a chessboard, and most recently at Bletchley, attempting to find 
Brighton’s traitor while determining who from Simon’s small group 
would be the most help at finding Eternity when the war was offi-
cially over.

He removed his gold- rimmed glasses from his suit pocket and 
placed them on his nose, then reached for the newspaper. The British 
Morning News, an Allied- commissioned periodical that reminded 
him of the pragmatic BBC back home, was the antidote to another 
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late night in a wrecked city. Simon shifted the page only to read of the 
drought of farm harvests and subsequent fail of hydroelectric genera-
tion needed to help produce goods and manufacturing.

His worry for Sophie still prickled the back of his neck. His dis-
traction wasn’t helping.

Simon extracted the Hofer manifest he’d acquired at the 
Schönbrunn and tucked it into the newspaper, concealing it. Why 
would anyone want to waylay the efforts that would help feed, house, 
and warm a city bearing the scars of war? The Soviets’ boom barri-
ers cut off supplies. While they had certainly fought the same war 
as Britain, they were not in the business of restoration like the other 
Allied occupants.

It was this friction that turned Vienna on a knifepoint. Whoever 
controlled the resources had the opportunity to control everything. 
Simon knew Vienna could fall either way. Either it would establish 
itself again as a ruling empire in its own right, aligning itself with the 
peaceful Allied occupation slowly opening to a new era. Or it would 
fall to Soviet dominance.

There was a reason Churchill was wary of the Russian rise even as 
the Red soldiers fought against the Nazis during the war. They were 
another leviathan. Previously the lesser of two evils, now, perhaps, the 
prevailing one. For men like Hofer, the momentary inconvenience 
might give way to the promise of eventual aff luence.

Simon could speak to the threat for hours on end. Had become 
obsessed with it to the point of connecting the blitzed bombs that 
nearly obliterated the city of Coventry and its now desecrated famed 
cathedral with a Russian spy ring to focusing in on Diana Somerville’s 
potential as a civilian aid when she waxed on for half an hour on the 
dome of a Christopher Wren church.

Yet Brighton never questioned the roots of Simon’s obsession. 
Rather, he played off it. In some cases fostered it. Did the man just chalk 
it up as an eccentricity of a chess player who outranked many men in 
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MI6 with several decades more experience? Or was Simon’s interest 
a boon to Brighton’s own orders to stall the f lood of Communism as 
best he could?

Simon narrowed in. The Hofer manifest stipulated which ship-
ments were allowed into the Soviet zones for delivery. Without fuel, 
every other needed resource from coal to wood to sustenance— food 
and warmth— was scarce. As he read through the ledger, something 
didn’t add up. The revenue exceeded the rate of the transactions. And 
the supplemental income was not in Austrian schillings but Czech 
koruna.

The part of Simon’s mind that enjoyed the spark of a problem 
enter tained this new variable as a probable connection between the 
two cities. Perhaps Adameck, the man Gabe had mentioned, could 
be the connector. There were certainly similarities between the 
two countries: both under occupation, orphaned somewhat by war, 
still hosting men with fascist and socialist views, and host to men of 
Communist inf luence.

A waiter came and with a slight bow took Simon’s empty whiskey 
glass with an air of Gemütlichkeit: the customary Viennese friendliness 
edged by curt politeness. He presented Simon with a crisp white enve-
lope before he turned with a nod.

Simon retrieved a small silver file from his pocket and peeled open 
the heavily scented paper.

Herr Barre,
Did you know that chess had a significant role in the Salzburg 

home of the Mozart family? I suspect now that you’re in Austria and 
so far away from many things that are familiar, you will appreciate 
the anecdote. And when you hear Mozart, as I am certain you will, 
it will not be difficult to find a common denominator. We are all a 
product of our heritage, are we not?
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Simon shifted in his seat. He was familiar with unusual corre-
spondence, certainly, but the mention of chess and Mozart caught his 
interest. That and the writer was aware that Vienna was not his home.

Nannerl, as the composer’s sister was affectionately known, 
was the first documented female player in Salzburg. And one of the 
first in all of Europe.

I understand you like chess. So I propose we play. We are both 
serving a common purpose no matter how different you believe 
our roles to be. We are both on the right side: an end to war and to 
oppression. You can choose to accept this challenge, but even if you 
choose not to respond, you are already a part of this game.

The note continued in German, providing Simon with a postal 
box where he could send his response to the challenge if he chose to 
accept it.

Simon studied the notation underneath the signature initials 
D. F.: e4. A classic opening chess move.

Simon charged his drink to his account and crossed through the 
russet hallway to the lift to try out the play on his board. Mental nota-
tion was one thing, but it had been so long since he had the experience 
of feeling the grooves of the pieces in his controlled fingers and over 
the polished board. Truth was, he missed it.

Moments later in his suite, Simon approached the chessboard, 
untouched in the corner near the bureau and rolltop desk. One of the 
few personal effects he had kept with him. Sophie had given it to him 
for Christmas one year— back when things were simpler. When he 
would muse on one of her clever anecdotes and they would solidify 
their friendship in a synchronized look across a long table, or their 
mingled laughter over a pun no one else caught. And then her gift— it 
was the same style of board he grew up playing with.
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Simon lifted a white marble pawn. He glanced at a book on the 
desk nearby on chess philosophy he had found tucked into Charles 
Barrington’s esoteric leather- bound tomes in the study at his family 
estate. Simon recalled a chapter that spoke to the virtues of a game 
played from two different locations.

Simon set the white piece on the board, exactly to the position in 
the note.

He had a choice. He could continue the game with an immediately 
bold counteroffensive and show his hand quickly. Take a risk bolstered 
by confidence he was only just feeling. Or he could play it safe. A tradi-
tional move. A gentleman’s move of quiet respect.

Choosing the former, Simon positioned the piece and moved it 
to c5.

So someone knew he loved chess. Simon had been mentioned in 
his fair share of papers for winning tournaments.

“We are both on the right side.”
D. F. had made a competent first move. It was far more unsettling 

to Simon than the Soviet soldier who had approached Villiers and him. 
Here was an opponent ready to test Simon’s strengths and limitations, 
given the lack of signature and the riddle— the mention of Mozart’s 
sister and the start of a new game. Someone who seemed to under-
stand him, at least insofar as choosing this specific language for their 
communication.

But what about another language? Encryption? Was D. F. trying 
to say something beyond the play? Simon scratched out a few theories 
as to how a play might mean something else. But he would need more 
than the opening move. He’d just have to wait.

Simon ensured the board was perfect: every knight faced forward, 
every pawn proudly displayed in the center of its square. And while all 
he had of his opponent was fine black lettering, his world grew smaller. 
Probably because he couldn’t shake Sophie from his head.

From the moment she had shown him immense loyalty long ago, 
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every time he was confronted with a problem that placed him at odds 
with himself, he recalled the indomitable power that straightened her 
spine during times of trouble and concealed the words unspoken be-
tween them.

Her mind, where he was concerned, was still encrypted. As was 
her motive.

Simon eventually performed his evening routine and retired to 
the turndown service of eiderdown silk. He turned off the bedside 
lamp and waited for his eyes to adjust to the darkness. There was the 
ping of a chess move, a cryptic message, and a manifest from Hofer’s 
fuel factory. Why did everything his brain stored during the day de-
cide to parade itself across his mind just as the curtains were drawn, 
keeping his lids from f luttering into sleep?

The muted streetlight striping through the blinds and the tolling 
of the bells from a church just beyond Albertinaplatz did little to ease 
his mind. Just as he was beginning to drift, she showed up. Rather 
annoyingly. Especially because he had just kissed her. Or she had just 
kissed him. Pantomime, of course. Acting in a moment.

Lord, but how many times had Simon used the excuse of “acting 
in the moment” to dictate the decisions he made?

The loud voices of insecurity overtook the rational ones and rever-
berated so loudly he felt his brain was an echo chamber. He was here 
to do his small part to keep the world from being thrown into chaos by 
zooming in on men who would suavely blur the line between war and 
temporary peace with their interest in a new world.

He was here to determine how men like David Moser fit into the 
Eternity spy ring Brighton had charged him with uncovering. Further, 
to decipher why this anonymous chess player was so certain Simon 
was already part of his game.

He was not here to pursue anything with Sophie beyond a friend-
ship that puzzled him on nights he lay awake staring at the ceiling. 
The difference was, the more she seemed to hide things from him, the 
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more he felt that her conversation told him one thing while her mind 
turned over quite another.

Especially when he recalled that piece of paper in her f lat that 
bound them together in sickness and health, till death did they part.
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